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ot every crusade
against evil and injustice leads to the
promised land. Many
instead are lost in a
wilderness of violence, a vicious circle of repression,
retribution, and revenge.
Will this be the fate of South Africa? Will the demands and hopes of
a people long oppressed end in a
quagmire of civil war - black
against white, black 'against black,
white against black against white until equality in suffering and
atrocity grimly refutes the hateful
premises of racism?
In a world beset by so many ills.
and host to so many deadly and intractable conf1icts. it is awfully hard
to see through the ugly realities of
present-day South Africa to a better
day.
On the one hand are people determined by any means to throw off the
yoke of physical oppression and indignity imposed upon them by the
heinous apartheid system.
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On the other are people too
crudely arro~:::llt or terrified to
share power or to use it well.
Bound together now by the iron
bands of a long and bitter history.
they must live and let live, or kill and
be killed together. The one side will
never give uP. for suffering only
sharpens the thirst for justice. The
other will not easily yield, since fear
and misbegotten pride are often
willing partners in self-destruction.
As these antagonists come to
grips, not only South Africa but the
whole southern African region will
be embroiled in conflict. There are
some who contemplate this prospect
with grim resignation, feeling that if
this is the price that must be paid to
end the long nightmare of apartheid.
then so be it.
Apartheid is the evil against
which we fight, but we do not fight
. against evil for the sake of evil. We
fight against evil for the sake of a
present and future good.

It is not enough that we seek to
des~roy

apartheid unless in the process we see and help to build the
foundations for a South Africa that
is just, democratic, and free. Yet how
is it possible to see the ingredients
for such a future in the present welter of stubborn discrimination, injustice. and repression?
It is unfortunate that among the
chief victims of apartheid is the
ability to see beyond the premises of
racism that apartheid represents, to
see without racial blinders the problem of governance and nationbuilding that confronts the South African people. Apartheid is not unjust
only because it is racist. It is unjust
because it manipulates racism in order to achie\'e the arbitrary domination of the whole society by one
group or faction within it.
But if the injustice lies in factional domination. justice cannot be
achieved simply by substituting the
tyranny of one faction for that of

another. even if the new faction is a
majority of the population. Justice.
therefore. is not simple majority
rule. As an American. but especially
as a black American, nothing is
more evident to me than this oftneglected truth. In the history of the
United States. simple majority rule
meant slavery. Simple majority rule
meant Jim Crow. Simple majority
rule meant the unjust repression of
a vulnerable minority.
Fortunately, the basic principles
.of the American Constitution did not
sanction unlimited majority rule.
They demanded respect for individual rights, whe ther the individuals
composed a majority or a minority
of the popUlation .
Vv'hat we often forget, however, is
that guarantees for individual rights
were not originally intended to protect the welfare of poor vulnerable
minorities. 11:~- were'inter.ce-.i to
p.revent the personal and Pro:;:'€::Y
~ghts of the ooealthy fe w frOG t'€':'-:.r
mvaded and expropriated by L':~

poorer but r:YY."e numerous rna '~J!it-;_
They were ~ of the overall 5:.s~cm
of checks 2'.::.d balances thrc.-:ci1
which a polr.::k-al system based :::;;[1
the authori~ cof the peop:e c.--:~ : j
avoid tyrar-=:.-_ demagoguery. c..., J
endless fact:f'L.a.1 strife. As it ' ·.:.r.:e.j
out; the 5ar:-...e principles tha: :' ::Ytected the ·;.~~h\' few from L':~ arbitrary abuse of government power
could later be invoked to protect a
poor. black minority.
The '. American experience sug- '
gests that, when rightly conceived •
the constitutional protections afforded a privileged minority can become bulwarks for all against arbitrarv and t\'rannical uses of
gO\'ei-nment power. What seemed at
first to be limits on democratic rule
were re\'ealed instead as guarantees
oi Jemocratic freedom .
On the basis of such a concept of
d" mocratic justice. one can 'begin to
em isage a democratic future for
South Africa. It is a future in which
'all have an equal vote. but in which

the power of the majority is limitea
and constrained by laws and practices which protect the perslliis and
property of minorities.
It is a future in which the archaic
or artificial divisions of race and
tribe are gradu<llly replaced by the
more productive and useful divi sions of economic. professional. or
social interests.
It is a future in which whites and
blacks understand that human beings may have more in common than
language or race or even the shared
experience of oppression and the
struggle to overcome it.
It is a future in which the long
repressed but undying spirit of
black Africa joins with the stubborn
pride and careful industry of white
Africans in the crucible of a new
nat:'.:nal · identity, one t1:at c:cid
poi!::: me way toward t1:e brig::.:er
fut'.:n: of the entire conlli:.enL
S::--dlge as it may seem. ir. :.":at
furet:' land the very comJ:lUnitT 31t
toc.z, maintains a system to re;·: ess
fre;:-~cm in South Africa could 1::>= :.'1e
anc::'vr and shield agair:s t re;:-~s·
sio::.
c the new South Afric3_ the ....-ji'e
co=u..'litv would retaL"'! the a':-.-"rrta£l?'S of economic power. of :=-.:hni2 a..1"\d managerial e~rt ~~ - of
sk" : " :.nvaluable to the m.ainte:-...s.<:e
and :orogress of society- Too k~- to
doc-:3t~. they would nOGc,hele:-:s be
toe ;:'\7werful to oppress.
f':':\idualsand groups that ...~uld
otb::--.,ise be exposed t:J the a..--bitrar.- abuse of power could . by ::: rgine a:liances with whites. SU ·: '_-'=S Sfut :; thwart efforts to rule by fer or
br~:e rorce.
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he pattern of arbitrary rule
by one man or one party
that prevails in so many
other parts of Africa and
the world could be successfully forestalled if the whites could be
brought to playa constructive role in
the political system.
The key to this success. however,
will be to ilvoid any sj'stem of , e'
served voting or re'p resentation for
whites. Such a system would merely
perpetuate the false white political
enc!m'e created by aparrheid. It
would isolate ' the whites from the
rest of the political system, dep~iv
ing them of the critical balancmg
influence they otherWIse will have.
I believe that a just constitution
for South Africa 'will protect property but accord no privileges to race.
It will allow a certain influence to
economic interests, but without recognizing such interests as the
privileged possession of any race or
ethnic group. By respecting the balance of public and private forces
within the society, it will guarantee
that all have the instruments with
which to protect their interests,
while none has the power to destroy
or dominate the interests of the rest.
Thkin!!' advantage of geographic
as well a'S economic divisions. it will
aim to prevent tyranny but to compel
shifting patterns of cooperatIOn
along non-racial, non-tribal lin~s. It
will aim to preserve the existence of
a thriving private sector in SOIlth Africa. This sector will serve as\ b~th a
refuge and a base for Afrikaners no
longer able to enjoy the privileges of
the present racially exciusive welfare state. It also will avoid reliance
upon government power as the engine of progressive social and economic change.
Without the racist blinders of
apartheid, such a future for South
Africa is easy to imagine.
Justice in South Africa cannot
wait until the campaign against
apartheid is over. Laying its foundation must be an integral part of that
campaign. In a campaign of. destruction. bombs and bullets mIght
suffice. But in the effort to construct
.
.

T.

a~.~u

.: society. we must seeK lU
t an rm the :>illars and walls of
o p ' ssion into the bricks and mortar a ne\\' mansion of freedom.
we wish to foster such a rrocess
of transformation, the first step is to
realize that it is a process that must
involve all the I?eople of South Africa. The commOCerror that is rr.ade
on all sides in thewrrent discuso;nn
of the South Afri:an tragedy is the
assumption that ±e white gm·t;nment and the wt..::c community ~-e
the arbiters of the country's fur=e.
Whether the f'cal is pressure or .
engag-=ment, the ;:>rimary objet.-: of
every existing a;9roach is to ll::1uence a change of heart amccng
South ..!.J' rica's wt:.:es. The non-wt:.te
population is per.::d~-ed either as .-i.ctim or t.hreat, the target of repr'Cssion of me source"f angry viole"..:\:.
The tragic iro~ of apartheid lies
precisely in this :nsidious triur:ph
of its r:icist pres-.:::n[Jtions.
\\'hen shall we :ome to see ir. 6e
angry faces of sn-::.ting students not
only the despera2 hatred of oprn;ssion, but the de"7.:rate passion for
learning and tru~~
I
Wher. shall we come to know in the
!:;im cetermination of striking
:.H:d,er5 not just the burning reac:,:,rl to rc-pression. but the deep will
ct, L: bor with dignity. rise with merit,
2:".J pa ~s on to a future gcneration a
iL'i'acy oi achievement?
'.\'hen shall we be able to see ber 'cod the "necklaces" and battling
~.ant\1:uwn gangs to perceive the
~uenchable spirit that can light a
h.:;:;rth-iire in the deepest poverty,
IT•.::intain the bonds of family
ti'.:-ough long years of separation, '
!;,-~p h·' 'TIe and e\'en hope alIve de;::x,c ( . :\' brutal blow of degrad<1:~:;H;
,~n shall we see beyond the
C2:-=l'
's of victimization to the
s :~n .
resilient human beings
~' ~O Sf
:::ssion, will, and spirit are
tU COD:;ructive flame in which the
t.c lter furure of South Africa can be
ic-r-ged a..'1d tempered?
Desoite every effort of the
2.:arth~jd system, these people have
~ead\' been the makers of a prorCQ1d -reyolution in South Africa's
t.:e. Blacks compose over 7S percent
0: Soum Africa's labor force, and
-~:hout them hardly a crop would
g:-'J\\', hardly a drill or screw would

::-.:..-n. Toey are the indispensabl!e
tr.:.:lders of present-day South At
1'_.:4 , the positive power of Its ec n ~ mic life.
.
The \'er\" economic arena i
v.:-jch blacks were unjustly d ip;:ved of arable land, dlscnmmate~
,,~ainst in wages, unjustly demetl
p~omotion for their skill and meri"
nevertheless provided th y
framework for devcloping the mOSt
potent form of power now in th
hands of South Africa's blacks.
I t is not their power LO destroy th~t
offers the most potent threat to thF
apartheId system, but the I ntdispensable necessIty to South Afr ca's existence of their power to lab~
and build. Blacks do not. h~ve thlf
power because South Afnca s WhItt
government permits them to enjo ~
it: they have it because neither tht
government nor the .country coulf
long survive WIthout It.
)

potent non-violent tool for change,
these sanctions will in fact make
such a war inevitable.
Given the future for which we
hope, given the positive goal of justice for which we strive, we should
oppose such sanctions, not because
they will hurt South Africa's blacks,
but because they are not the most
effective way to help them.
Our goal should be to help South
African blacks transform the economic revolution that could not have
occurred without them into the political revolution that is their moral
right. Th achieve this goal, we must
not dismantle or withdraw from our
role in South Africa's economy. We
must seek broadly and effectively to
develop and use that role in ways
that explicitly enhance the actual
power of South Africa's unjustly oppressed black majority.
Our effort should not be undertaken in the token spirit of reformers, but in the spirit of peaceful
revolutionaries.
It is no accident that the South
African business sector has
gradually come to be among the
most outspoken opponents of
apartheid repression. It is no accident that South Africa's modern eco-

hose who talk of powe ~
sharing in South Africa as If
it were a future goal hav~
been duped into forgetting that,
spite every effort of repreSSIOn, It IS .
a present reality. The quesnon IS n4t
whether whites and blacks \VIP
share power, but rather how black?,
effectively using the powe~ th~y
have, can work toward the jUStI<f
they have been denied.
.I
Seen in this light, the question for
Americans and for others m the International community is not witp
what well~intentioned gestures \\f
can show our hatred of aparthei ~
and our sympathy with the suffenn p
of its black victims, but rather hOlY,
with concrete action, we can suppor;t
the expansion and use of theIr COl
structIve power.
Will we serve the latter through\a
campaign WhICh, In order to bn11jg
pressure to bear on the white Soutih
African government, sacrifices tl e
modern economy?
Will we serve that purpose y
withdrawing our effective presence
from South Africa, leaving a we~k
cned black community alone with an .
armed oppressor. facing the despter- ~
nomic sector has yielded everate choice of combat or surrende ?
stronoer anti-apartheid labor unions
The proponents of punitive e 0and a~sociations which continue to
nomic sanctions claim that SflCh
grow despite repeated assaults up0!1
sanctions are the last means of
their .leadership by the South AfrIavoiding an all-out civil war. I beli ve
can government.
that. on the contrary, by deprivi g
South African blacks of their m st
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International pressure
should be used to
discourage violence
on all sides . . . .
This, not the
destruction of the
economic engines of
change, should be
America's immediate
aim, and the aim of
all people of goodwill
in the world at large.

Those who read history with some
insight will realize that in the face of
such dvnamic and WIdespread economic forces, the only way the South
African governm ent can long hope
to preserve apartheid is by destroying the modern, capitalist economy.
Thus do the proponents of punitive, destructive sanctions against
the South Afircan economy become
the unwitting allies of apartheid's
preservation.
This does not mean, of course,
that left on their own such economic
forces will simply overwhelm the
apartheid system. Even were this
possible, it might take several generations. What is needed is a conscious effort to harness and accelerate the effects of the financial and
organizational forces of the modern
private sector. We must continue and
intensify the sharing and use of
power in the economic sense as. a
base and instrument for change m
the political arena.
This can be accomplished in three
broad areas:
.
• Within the modern corporations
and enterprises themselves, and in
their relations with the black community.
• Through massive support for
the increasingly effective South African labor movement.
• Through a program of expanded capital ownership that seeks
to facilitate ownership by black
South African workers of shares in
firms doing business in South Africa.
In line with the spirit of quiet revolution, efforts in these areas must
go beyond reformist schemes to improve the conditions of life for
blacks.
The aim should be effectively to
incorporate the black community
within the power structure of the
economic sector, and to use some
portion of the resources of that sector to support black efforts to build
and sustain effective bases of economic, social, and political organization.
The American corporations in
South Africa, as well as those of
other foreign states, are the best .
available positive leverage the inter-

national community has in tli:lt
situation. If we thro~y this lever~ge
away in order to cl'eatc pressure. \\'e
will deprive ourseh'es of tile abiltiy
to create change, and to build (he
future now.
This is not to say that these corporations or the private economic sector are the only potential instruments of change in South Africa . but
they are the one over which we. as
outsiders, can have the greatest influence, and through which we can
hope to achieve the most immediate
and direct effects.
I do not mean to suggest, either,
that · using America's position in"
South Africa in the wm' I have outlined will bring immediate, funda-"
mental political change. though I believe it is the best way to make
maximum positive use of America's
limited but important influence in
bringing about the conditions for
that change.
In the final analysis, basic politinl change in South Africa will come
about only as the result of negotiations among all South Africans of
goodWill- black and white.
Violent repression and the violence it foments are the chief enemies of South Africa's present and
future hopes. If international pressure serves a useful purpose in this
situation, then it should be as a
means of discouraging violence on
all sides, beginning with the repressive violence of the South African
state. This. not the destruction of the
economic engines of change, should
be America's immediate aim, and
the aim of all people of goodwill in
the world at large.

